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In the hands of a pair of property^
pros, this Sydney apartments, was
transformed into a spacious pad
that epitomises laidback luxe\
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FRONT DOOR Interior designer
and homeowner Poppy O'Neil at the
dramatic entrance to her apartment.
The door features tongue-and-
groove panelling stained black.

R The alluringly tactile bronze
sculpture Free Form, by Oliver Tanner,
is set into the large entrance mirror.
Poppy custom-designed the console,
clad in Nero Marquina marble. Dish
from The Glass Pavilion. Artwork by
Marie Hagerty. For Where to Buy,

see page 206.m
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H&G HOUSES

This is the life
This apartment is terrific for entertaining,
which Poppy and Ned do year-round. "The
75m2 balcony has a large seating area, a fire pit,
dining table and built-in barbecue," says Poppy
"It's north-west facing, so we enjoy plenty of
wonderful sunsets. Although the kitchen is
towards the rear of the apartment, it maintains
a great connection to the dining area, liv
area and front balcony."
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7 wanted a relaxed feel so I played
with textures to create subtle
layers and soften the architectural
elements. Poppy O'Neil, owner/interior designer

hen Poppy O'Neil was searching for a new home
in 2014, she didn't have to look very far. The
interior designer and her property-developer
brother Ned were living in separate apartments
in the same suburb in Sydney's east when they

realised it made sense to join forces.
"Ned and I fell in love with this apartment as soon as we saw it,"

says Poppy. "My mind was racing with the design possibilities. It's
a fairly unique prospect as there's only one apartment per level in
the six-level block, so you feel as though you have no neighbours.
Each apartment has its own pool and I loved the connection between
the indoor and outdoor areas."

The 140m2 apartment was gutted in order to create an entirely
new design and feel. "I wanted an eclectic look, but I also needed
to ensure there was continuity and that the various elements
complemented each other," says Poppy. "I was lucky enough to
inherit some wonderful antiques and quirky pieces that give a
sense of individuality and character."

The renovation was completed in just four months and brother
and sister are delighted with the result. "There's a mixture of
masculine and feminine characteristics and a sense of calm because
of the mainly monochromatic colour scheme," says Poppy.

A stand-out element is the kitchen, designed as two pods, in
timber veneer and Corian. "I wanted to create a ribbon effect,"

The vasti-shaped sofa, ustom-made b> Ambience
Upholstery, is designed so everyo can enjoy both views of the

. Sisal rug, Internationalnearby bay as weltas conversatio
Floorcoverings. Vintage occasion! I chairs and Cross thandelie
bought in the US. Coffee table bo ght in London. Tafia mirro
Zieta. Pixel side table by Ilia Poten ne (under chandelier,' bought in
Italy. Pyramid side;table, Matt Bla t. For Where to Buy, see page jo6.
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Fresh ideas
Being an apartment, there were restrictions
on the location of walls and structural supports.
The original enclosed kitchen featured a series of
curves; Poppy's new design wraps the joinery up
and around all the structural posts to make them
feel part of the joinery. She also repositioned the
sink and oriented the kitchen towards the living
room and balcony. The timber veneer adds a
richness that's carried through the apartment.

THE PALETTE

Dulux
Vivid White

interior, throughout

Try these accents

Taubmans
London Smoke
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HOUSES H&G

'Renovating my apartment gave
me the opportunity to try out
my design dreams.' Poppy

N right and belowlhe kitchen is designed as two pods;
one for cooking, the other for cleaning and prep. X table, designed
by Poppy and made by Featherwood Furniture. Joinery by MelMAC
Interiorjoinery. Corian benchtop, sink and splashback in Glacier
White. Kitchen mixer tap, Candana Bathroomware. Ovens
and cooktop, Siemens. Runner, International Floorcoverings.
Designer buy: Billi Quadra 9O4IOO boiling/chilled-filtered water
tap in Matt Black, $2419, Winning Appliances.
DINING "As much as I love the look of the white floor tiles, they're
not the easiest surface to live with," says Poppy. "If I was doing
it again, I would choose a material with more movement and
colour variation." Materica ceramic floor tiles, Taplow Tile+Stone
(throughout). Dining chairs, Casa Mia. Dining table sourced in the
US. Light fittings, Koda Lighting. For Where to Buy, see page 206.
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4 says Poppy. "The living-room pod frames the bay view and they
both hide structural beams. They mirror each other and the appliances
are integrated, so the kitchen feels streamlined and symmetrical."

The Corian was a must-have for Poppy. "I had used Corian in a
client's home and was keen to explore its possibilities," she says.
"Corian is an amazing material. Its moulding ability means you can
create wonderful seamless shapes. I've used it for the benchtops,
the splashbacks and integrated sinks for a cocooning effect."

The kitchen overlooks the dining and living area beyond, where
a large L-shaped sofa is located. According to Poppy, this is the
spot everyone migrates to. "The sofa is custom-made and extremely
comfortable, and from here the line of sight to the water is more or
less uninterrupted. And it accommodates a lot of people, which is
perfect for our large family."

Apart from the views and laidback-luxe feel, visitors are always
wowed by the powder room, an edgy space with a concealed door
that opens up to a laundry. "The black wallpaper, black tapware and
black ceiling give the powder room a moody ambience, and there's
the concealed door that opens up to the hidden laundry," says Poppy.
"It adds an element of the unexpected, so we call it the Bat Cave!" »
POCO Designs, Paddington, NSW; (02) 8356 9632 or
www.pocodesigns.com.au.
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THE LAYOUT
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&G
FEATURE PLANTS

BALCONY
Bird of paradise

(Strelitzia)
Golden barrel cactus

{Echinocactus grusonii)
Arborvitae

'Emerald Green'
Myoporum

7 wanted an eclectic look, but I also
needed to ensure there was continuity
and that the various elements
complemented each other.'Poppy

The generous north-west-facing balcony is a
popular spot for relaxing and entertaining. Limestone crazy
paving adds visual interest.
Designer buys: Seti three-seater sofa, $4085, armchairs, $2460/
each, and Chunky coffee table, from $1400, Robert Plumb.

O M The brass wall lamp, bought online at
lstdibs.com, once adorned the walls of a luxury hotel in
Switzerland. Corian benchtop with integrated basin. Xanadu
sisal wallcovering, Unique Fabrics.
Designer buy: Diesel by Moroso My Moon My Mirror mirror,
$2435, Hub Furniture.

Poppy used layers of texture to create
the laidback ambience she was after. Custom-made bed and
bedside tables. Custom wool-blend rug, Premier Carpets.
Lamp, Lightstyle. For Where to Buy, see page 206. H&C
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